What Math Class Do I Need?

Non-technical path

MAPB 1
Elementary Algebra

MAPB 7
Basic Intermediate Algebra

MAPB 11
Enhanced Intermediate Algebra

Math 103
Math Ideas
Arts

Stat 108
Statistics
Nursing

Math 109
Modeling with Algebra

Liberal Arts & Health & Human Services

Stat 118
Statistics
Business

Math 113
Pre-Calculus Algebra
Biology

Math 111
Trigonometry & Math 113 Algebra
Science & Engineering

MTED 110
Real Number System
Liberal Studies

Technical path

Math 109
Modeling with Algebra

Math 115
Business Calc. (take before/after/ with 118) Micro Econ helpful

Math 119A
Calculus for Bio Sciences Part I

Math 122
Calculus I

Pre-Baccalaureate Math

GE Math (Category B2)